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Abstract

This dissertation proposes a fundamentally different way of monitoring virtual disk state in the cloud. The
proposed platform is both agentless—meaning it operates external to and independent of the virtual servers
it monitors—and scalable—meaning it is designed to efficiently address collections of virtual servers num-
bering in the thousands. The core technology used to create this platform is called Distributed Streaming
Virtual Machine Introspection (DS-VMI), and it leverages two properties of modern clouds: virtualized
servers managed by Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) enabling efficient introspection, and file-level dupli-
cation of data within cloud instances. We explore a new class of agentless monitoring applications via three
interfaces with two different consistency models: cloud-inotify (strong consistency), /cloud (even-
tual consistency), and /cloud-history (strong consistency). cloud-inotify is a publish-subscribe
interface to cloud-wide file-level updates and it supports event-based monitoring applications. /cloud is
designed to support batch-based and legacy monitoring applications by providing a file system interface to
cloud-wide file-level state. /cloud-history is designed to support efficient search and management of
historic virtual disk state. Achieving distributed near-real-time file-level deduplication, key for scalability,
leads to a novel application of an incremental hashing construction. We also describe a novel snapshotting
method combining the properties of both black box and white box methods which creates near-real-time
file-level deduplicated snapshots of virtual disks.



1 Introduction

Three properties of the Virtual Machine (VM) abstraction enable and distinguish modern cloud computing:
strong isolation, virtualized hardware, and soft-state provisioning. Strong isolation provides isolation be-
tween a VM and its host, and between a VM and other VMs executing on the same host. Because of strong
isolation, separate entities may share the same host without knowledge of each other in a multi-tenant en-
vironment. Virtualized hardware frees a VM from its underlying hardware architecture and devices. This
freedom consolidates workloads, now untethered from their hosts, by migrating them as the work intensity
varies, and assigning resources only when needed. Soft-state provisioning reduces the time to deploy a run-
ning service. Requested resources can tightly match current workloads, and as the demands of the workload
change over time, resources are elastically scaled.

The VM abstraction places users of clouds under the powerful and valuable illusion that they have com-
plete control of hardware-based, real servers. This illusion means cloud servers are used in exactly the same
manner as non-cloud, or classical, hardware-based servers. Experience and investments devoted to config-
uring and maintaining classical servers are not lost by transitioning into a cloud. The same management
tools, the same monitoring tools, the same workloads, and the same routines apply in clouds. Thus, it comes
as no surprise that the cloud model with its familiarity, and the additional benefit of elasticity, is now the de
facto standard for centralized computing resources.

Of course, familiarity implies that the same problems, the same troubleshooting, and the same monitor-
ing needs arise in the cloud model as with classical servers. In specific, monitoring subsumes a large portion
of the required upkeep of individual systems, and is a key problem facing administrators of any computing
system [31]. Examples of monitoring include routine virus scanning [8], intrusion detection [60], log file
analysis [57], and configuration auditing [61]. In the classical model, which, for monitoring, is the same as
the cloud model, state-of-the-art monitoring is accomplished with agents [22, 27]. Often third-party, agents
are processes executing inside each VM that perform a useful monitoring task. But, agents have their costs.

Embedding a potentially untrusted, third-party agent within the boundary of an enterprise increases its
attack surface—the agent may be hijacked by an intruder and used maliciously [39]. In addition, agents
consume valuable resources, and are unpredictable in their resource consumption [27]. An agent using
excessive memory causes memory pressure and potentially paging to disk, slowing down or even halting
critical services. Finally, if a system is compromised, the agent may be tampered with or deliberately fed
false information. In the case of a compromise or misconfiguration that is initially undetected, agents can
not be trusted at all—and may hide malicious activity. Today, agents are a necessary evil.

Unsatisfied with the status quo, imagine an agentless world. Enterprises do not increase their attack
surface by embedding the ticking time bomb of an extra attack vector into each managed system. Critical
services execute with unfettered access to resources no longer competing with non-critical agents. Compro-
mised systems can not report false information to agents no longer under their control. If feasible, efficient,
and scalable, agentless monitoring would represent a new paradigm for constructing and deploying monitor-
ing applications. Agentless, cloud-wide monitoring would disrupt a billion dollar agent-based industry [16].

The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 states the thesis, challenges, contributions,
and provides some example use cases. Section 3 presents completed work including technology enabling
agentless monitoring (Section 3.1), a cloud-wide file system interface (Section 3.3), a cloud-wide notifica-
tion interface (Section 3.2), and a cloud-wide interface over archived or historic disk state (Section 3.4). Sec-
tion 4 explains the remaining work to complete this thesis including developing applications (Section 4.1),
adding file-level deduplication (Section 4.2), and implementing agentless snapshotting (Section 4.3). Fi-
nally, Section 5 explains prior and related work.
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2 Thesis Statement

In this thesis, we claim: agentless cloud-wide disk state monitoring is feasible, efficient and scalable. Such
a capability can be leveraged to create valuable applications in security, log analytics, and configuration
auditing for cloud computing with minimal disruption of existing VM images and executing VM instances.
To achieve agentless monitoring, we must weaken only one property of the VM abstraction: that of strong
isolation. But, we only weaken strong isolation by exposing disk state to the host VMM and cloud infras-
tructure. No state is exposed to other VMs, thus multi-tenant environments are still viable.

The research questions this thesis addresses are: (1) What quantitative and qualitative benefits does an
agentless approach have over agents? (2) How does agentless monitoring of disk state change the implemen-
tation of file-level monitoring? (3) How does agentless monitoring of disk state change the implementation
of snapshotting? (4) What properties do interfaces need for scaling file-level monitoring workloads?

2.1 Contributions

In this thesis we challenge the state-of-the-art agent-focused world by enabling an agentless world, poten-
tially disrupting a billion dollar industry [16]. If this thesis is validated, the most scalable method of imple-
menting file-level monitoring applications could become agentless monitoring because agentless monitoring
has the capability of leveraging global knowledge about collections of VMs and resource allocations. For
example, agentless monitoring can deduplicate across collections of virtual disks and schedule monitoring
tasks efficiently with production VM workloads without mixing resource allocations.
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Figure 1: ClamAV [8] agent memory overhead and aggregated resource usage ((a) and (b) reconstituted from [64]).

Figure 1 shows the wins with an agentless model that leverages global knowledge—file-level duplication
across VMs—for a file system scanning workload. In this example, traditional scanning agents execute
independently inside each VM. It would be non-trivial and also inefficient for each type of scanning agent
to implement file-level deduplication independently. As reflected in Figure 1a, a virus scanning agent reads
duplicated files multiple times wasting significant read-bandwidth. Processing time is also wasted scanning
the same files over and over again as reflected in Figure 1b. Simply running an agent uses resources of the
VM—in this case significant amounts of memory as shown in Figure 1c. Instead of wasting this memory n
times for VMs which might all have the same files, an agentless implementation could bound the memory
usage devoted to virus scanning across the entire cloud. These wins are not limited to file system scanning
workloads. First, the cloud can separately bound global resources devoted to any monitoring workload
by decoupling its execution from individual VM execution. Second, deduplication also benefits real-time
workloads. For example, agents monitoring changes to configuration files could receive coalesced updates
from multiple VMs across the cloud rather than processing duplicate file-level changes individually.
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The contributions of this thesis, in addition to answering the aforementioned research questions, are:

• Demonstrate feasible, efficient, scalable agentless monitoring of disk state

• Demonstrate scalable interfaces to cloud-wide disk state (live writes, on-disk, and archived)

cloud-inotify – for real-time agents (publish-subscribe interface, live writes)

/cloud – for scanning/batch agents (legacy applications, file system interface, on-disk)

/cloud-history – for historic data access (file-level deduplicated snapshots, archived)

• Measure and define the limits of scalability of these interfaces with example applications

• Measure the trade-offs exposed by agentless monitoring (completeness vs performance vs latency)

2.2 Challenges

There are four key challenges to overcome, which we describe below.

2.2.1 Bridging the Semantic and Temporal Gaps

The normal path for an application system call destined to write to a disk moves from a VM’s userspace,
to the VM’s kernel, and then out to the host modifying the virtual disk. This path is leveraged by agents as
they can hook system calls, register for disk state change notification, trace disk operations, and generally
use the VM’s kernel to directly accomplish their job. An agentless solution, by definition, does not rely on
any guest support whatsoever. Even relying on guest hints makes an agentless method vulnerable to VM
misconfiguration or compromise. Agentless methods receive black box operations at the lowest layer, and
must reconstruct or infer higher-level meaning.

The challenge is to bridge this semantic gap between black box operations and their white box interpre-
tation with significantly less information than the guest VM kernel. In addition, layers reorder operations
for better throughput or latency, and file systems generally update data first, metadata second. Thus, there is
an additional temporal gap between when operations occur, and when they have meaning.

2.2.2 Bounding Overhead and Scalability

There must be bounded overhead otherwise the performance degradation of VMs, or requirements of under-
lying hardware, would be infeasible in a production cloud. In addition, the resources needed on the VMM
host such as memory must be minimized. Excessive use of resources on the VMM host would reduce the
amount of consolidation possible in a cloud. Scalability includes minimizing required network bandwidth
and providing interfaces designed to efficiently address thousands of VMs at once while maintaining low
latency to notification of virtual disk state updates.

2.2.3 Generality

Agent-based solutions are tied to a single OS family and the file systems supported within that family.
However, the interfaces to an agentless monitoring platform should not needlessly tie themselves to an OS
family or set of file systems. If properly defined and architected, agentless monitoring could provide a single
set of interfaces to virtual disk state that not only scales in the number of monitored VMs, but also in the
types of file systems and OSs it can monitor.
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2.2.4 Storing Historic Changes

For complete virtual disk state handling, we must efficiently address state that accretes over time in the form
of centrally stored disk images and archived snapshots. Efficient file-level access to historic data is non-
trivial as all common point-in-time snapshotting techniques for VMs are block-based and would require
re-indexing with every snapshot. White box methods solving this require some form of guest access, which
could be tampered with, misconfigured, or used maliciously.

2.3 Use Cases

We present log monitoring and configuration auditing showcasing two of the proposed agentless inter-
faces over cloud-wide virtual disk file systems: cloud-inotify (Section 3.2) – a low-latency publish-
subscribe interface to file-level updates, and /cloud (Section 3.3) – a read-only file system interface.

2.3.1 Log Monitoring

Streaming with cloud-inotify: Log files contain insights into the health of systems and the respon-
siveness of their applications. Sangpetch et al. [52] show that an application-performance-aware cloud can
double its consolidation while lowering response time variance for customer applications. They measured
response time based on network traffic. Normally, the opacity of a VM requires resorting to indirect mea-
sures such as inspecting network packets to measure response time. We can bypass this limitation by crawl-
ing updates to log files in near-real-time via a cloud-inotify subscription. Every time the application
logs are updated, we can derive the response time metric directly from the new entries.

Scanning with /cloud: What if we are not sure of the insights we want from log files? In some
cases, such as an investigation following a security breach, we need to re-crawl logs looking for evidence.
Failed password-based ssh logins are normally indicative of break-in attempts. Because /cloud presents
a familiar file system interface, legacy tools work out-of-the-box with no modification necessary. Using
/cloud and a legacy tool such as grep, we can quickly scan recent logs across all instances to find
password-based failed logins: grep "Failed password" /cloud/*/*/var/log/auth.log.

2.3.2 Configuration Auditing

Streaming with cloud-inotify: Auditing file-level changes is useful for enforcing policy, monitoring
for misconfigurations, and watching for intruders. Unlike agent-based solutions, agentless monitoring can-
not be turned off, tampered with, or misconfigured by guests. Example checks include: proper permission
bits on important folders and files, or monitoring /etc/passwd to detect new users or modifications to
existing users. Google [11] reported an outage in early 2011 that affected 15–20% of its production fleet.
The root cause was a permissions change to a folder in the path to the dynamic loader. Google found
troubleshooting difficult because logging into affected servers was impossible—shells could not execute.
Agentless monitoring does not depend on guest health; thus, cloud customers never “fly blind” even if they
cannot access instances. Via /cloud subscriptions, critical folders and files can be monitored for changes
in near-real-time to help pinpoint what recent changes might be the root cause of an issue.

Scanning with /cloud: What if administrators were not monitoring the right folders or files? They
need an interface which enables quick scanning of file system state to aid in root cause diagnosis. With
/cloud using familiar commands such as find, one can, for example, scan permissions across the cloud:
find /cloud/*/*/lib -maxdepth 0 -not -perm 755.
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3 Completed Work

Agentless cloud-wide disk state monitoring requires a mechanism of peering into the disk state of executing
virtual machines without any support from the guest OS. The mechanism developed in this thesis is called
Distributed Streaming Virtual Machine Introspection (DS-VMI) which exposes guest file systems without
any guest help. DS-VMI, as described in Section 3.1, demonstrates the feasibility of agentless monitoring
while also achieving efficiency.

Scalability is a function of both architecture and interface. For scalable agentless monitoring we have
designed and implemented three separate interfaces: (1) cloud-inotify (Section 3.2) – for monitoring
disk state as a stream of changes in near-real-time, (2) /cloud (Section 3.3) – for batch monitoring of disk
state, and (3) retrospection (Section 3.4) – for access to historic disk state. These interfaces cover many
possible modes of operation for monitoring agents: they can register for updates via cloud-inotify,
they can scan files in batches via /cloud, and they can view historic versions of files via retrospection.

3.1 Distributed Streaming Virtual Machine Introspection (DS-VMI)

DS-VMI takes as input a stream of sector-level disk writes, maps them to file-level updates, and streams
these updates as required over the network in near-real-time. DS-VMI is a general mechanism addressing
the semantic and temporal gaps, and implementing bounded overhead. It operates completely outside VM
instances, and does not require paravirtualization support, guest modifications, or specific guest configura-
tion. DS-VMI works with any file system that guarantees strong reuse ordering and metadata consistency as
defined by Sivathanu, et al. [55]. We have implemented support for ext4 and NTFS. The ideas for DS-VMI
are laid out in [48], the implementation and a more complete evaluation are described in [47]. In this section
we reproduce key results and insights, and include a brief overview of the architecture.

DS-VMI has a three-stage architecture:

1. Crawling and indexing virtual disks. (Figure 2a)
This stage generates indexes of file system data structures via the Disk Crawler. Indexes are generated
live while a VM executes, or from a central store when a new instance is launched.

2. Capture and cloning of disk writes. (Figure 2b)
This stage receives a stream of writes and asynchronously queues them for processing, thus the name
Async Queuer. It typically runs at the host managing the VM for low latency.

3. Introspection and translation. (Figure 2c)
This stage maps sector-level writes into file-level updates via the Inference Engine. It can run near the
VMM or process writes across the network.

Disk Crawler

Virtual
Disk

Extracted
Metadata

(a) Disk Crawler: Produces meta-
data used for inference.

Sector
Writes

Async Queuer

Metadata
Store

(b) Async Queuer: Queues in-
stance writes in memory.

Metadata
Store

File-Level
Update Stream

Extracted
Metadata

Inference Engine

(c) Inference Engine: loads meta-
data and interprets queued writes.

Figure 2: Three-stage DS-VMI architecture.
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(a) Sync every second in the guest VM.
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Figure 3: Latency CDFs demonstrating feasibility of near-real-time agentless monitoring.

All file-system-specific knowledge is encoded into the Disk Crawler and Inference Engine components,
and the Async Queuer is engineered to minimize the overhead of intercepting sector-level writes from a VM.
As reflected in Figure 3, DS-VMI achieves near-real-time introspection of virtual disk state, demonstrating
the feasibility of agentless monitoring. To measure latency, we designed a microbenchmark (6.4 MB written)
to trace writes from a guest through DS-VMI to a monitoring application. We used an HTTP client to
construct GET requests with headers containing a timestamp from the host. These requests went to an in-
guest web server serving a static file and were logged. We sampled the log file every second via the /cloud
interface. When a new log entry appeared, we timestamped it with the host’s time and saved it separately.
The Async Queuer was configured to flush outstanding writes every second. Given the flush configuration,
and the sample time, we expect two seconds of additional latency on average.

Figure 3 shows the results of 10, 000 requests during the microbenchmark. Figure 3a shows the best
case when the guest frequently syncs data to disk with a latency of 1, 3, or 5 seconds on average. Figure 3b
shows an untuned guest where latency is at the mercy of guest kernel I/O algorithms which flush at much
lower frequency than default. The step-like nature is because many updates appear at once—many log
file lines fit inside a single file system block. A representative monitoring system such as Akamai’s [9] is
an example that would tolerate these latencies without any tuning of guests, but low latency performance
monitoring [52] may require tuning of guest flush algorithms.

Insights: Making DS-VMI efficient required two optimizations: (1) the ability to drop data writes when
a write-heavy workload emerges, and (2) the ability to lazily load file system metadata precisely when
needed. These optimizations, described below, directly expose a completeness-performance-latency trade-
off. In addition, converting file-system-specific metadata into a file-system-agnostic metadata format greatly
reduced implementation complexity and interface design.

Data Drop: Blocks in a file system can be categorized into metadata and data. A high write throughput
implies that large quantities of data blocks are being written. The intuition is that dropping data writes
should significantly reduce the throughput required, while maintaining proper mappings of disk sectors to
files by continuing to consume metadata writes. The only loss of information occurs when blocks transition
from data to metadata such as when a data block becomes a listing of files in a directory. We either wait for
follow-up writes, or read directly from the virtual disk to catch up from data blocks which may have been
dropped before the transition was reflected on-disk. Figure 4a shows the effect of data dropping. All of the
benchmarks with significant write overhead show improvement. The application-based benchmarks show
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Experiment File Tree Loaded Old Peak (MB) Peak (MB)
bonnie++ [10] 4.7% 1043 766
Andrew [21] 17.2% 630 357

PostMark [26] 5.2% 739 562
SW Install 11.3% 708 533

(b) Lazy loading optimization effect on memory.
Figure 4: Effect of optimizations on DS-VMI efficiency.

that worst case overhead is reduced to 39.5%. Here we trade-off completeness to improve performance.
Lazy Loading: We found that metadata memory overhead is 15% of used disk space [47]. However,

during benchmarks, as well as in expected day-to-day use, only a small fraction—maximum of 17% in
Figure 4b—of the file system tree within the guest is modified. Thus, intuitively, loading and caching
metadata only for recently written files promises to greatly reduce the memory overhead of our approach.
The effects of lazily loading metadata are shown in Figure 4b. Startup memory footprint drops to 4% of
used disk space, and peak memory usage drops. Here we trade-off latency to improve performance.

3.2 cloud-inotify

inotify [32] is a Linux kernel notification interface for local file system events. It provides an API
to userspace applications that lets them register for events such as directory updates, file modifications,
and metadata changes. inotify has been used to implement desktop search utilities, backup programs,
synchronization tools, log file monitors, and many more file-level event-driven applications. There are
two key challenges to extending inotify to cloud computing. First, the file systems being monitored are
remote rather than local. Second, instead of monitoring a single file system at a time, cloud-level monitoring
requires an efficient abstraction for monitoring thousands of file systems at once.

cloud-inotify provides a network-accessible, publish-subscribe channel abstraction enabling se-
lective monitoring of file-level update streams. Applications register for events by connecting to a network
socket and subscribing to channels of interest. Via published messages, they are notified of individual events
and may take action. We call cloud-inotify applications monitors, and the cloud-inotify inter-
face provides a strongly consistent stream of file-level metadata updates to monitors.

Channel names are a combination of three components: an identifier or expression for a set of hosts,
an identifier or expression for a set of VMs, and an expression denoting the paths of interest. A monitor
connects to cloud-inotify and subscribes to channels using expressions similar to those shown in
Figure 5. The monitor then receives updates relevant to its specification, each containing the changed
metadata fields and corresponding file data.

Insights: Channels let monitors scope the cloud-wide update stream and avoid a firehose of irrelevant
data. In addition, subscriptions are aggregatable by the cloud. This flexibility on both front-end and back-
end allows for scalable implementations. The publish-subscribe paradigm is a natural fit for applications
monitoring file-level updates, although it requires rewriting legacy applications.
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Channel Monitors
gs9671:test:/var/log/* Logs in VM instance test on host gs9671

*:*:/var/log/* Logs on all VM instances on all hosts

gs9671:*:/var/log/auth.log auth.log on all VM instances on host gs9671

gs9671:test:/var/log/syslog syslog on VM instance test on host gs9671

Figure 5: Examples of channel subscriptions.

3.3 /cloud

There are some applications for which an event-driven model is inappropriate. An example is querying
log entries from several days ago on a long-running VM instance. Other examples include scanning a VM
instance for a newly-discovered vulnerability, or checking for a newly-discovered misconfiguration. To
support such use cases, we provide a complementary interface to DS-VMI—a file system interface called
/cloud. Because we store metadata in a normalized format, we only needed to implement a single front-
end driver. Our driver offers a read-only view into the file systems of any VM instance in a cloud.

Our read-only file system view is exportable over the network via Samba [51] or NFS [29]. Adminis-
trators can use this interface to rapidly query log files and configuration state across multiple instances in a
cloud. We organize VM file systems within a hierarchical directory scheme: /cloud/host/vm/path.
This lets administrators use unmodified familiar legacy tools such as grep and find, or standard log
monitoring applications such as Splunk [57], to quickly search, or monitor, subsets of VMs without agents.

Insights: Scalability is achieved by scheduling batch workloads as close as possible to the virtual disks
they read from. To ensure correctness and a consistent view of guest file systems for legacy tools, we
introduced the notion of metadata versions. A metadata version is a snapshot of a file’s metadata. A file
has at most two metadata versions: its last known consistent state and its current, in-flux state. Reads of
file data go to the original virtual disk, which may be in-flux. Metadata versions guarantee consistency for
metadata, but not data. Thus, /cloud provides an eventually consistent read-only file system view of files
within executing VMs.

3.4 Retrospection

We normally think of virtual disks as executable content, but the practice of archiving virtual disk snapshots
in cloud computing suggests that it may also be valuable to view them as “big data.” Snapshots of a virtual
disk over time represent historical provenance that can be relevant to debugging, troubleshooting, and foren-
sics. In [45] we developed a capability called retrospection which provides precisely this ability to pose and
answer deep questions about historic VM disk state. In contrast to VM introspection [17], which examines
active VM state during execution, retrospection focuses on passive, historic VM state.

The largest problem facing retrospection is the sheer size of VM disk state checked into central VM
disk libraries, along with their snapshots. For a large collection of virtual disks, the total runtime I/O and
processing could be intolerably large for a retrospection operation. Any performance optimization that
reduces this cost is valuable. The first key insight is that files often recur in many virtual disks because of
the quantifiable similarity in data content across virtual disks [54]. The second key insight is that a file that
recurs in many virtual disks only needs to be examined once. To make retrospection tractable, we turn to
file-level deduplication. An additional benefit is significant storage savings [25].

There are at least three different reasons for data similarity across virtual disks. First, many virtual disks
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Version Size Files Bytes Release Days
(MB) Same Same Date Stale

1.4.1 47 100% 100% 01/15/10 0
1.4.0 47 99% 78% 12/08/09 38
1.3.4 48 98% 73% 12/01/09 45
1.3.3 47 88% 43% 06/14/09 215
1.3.2 46 82% 37% 04/22/09 268
1.2.9 33 20% 5% 02/17/09 332

Figure 6: OpenMPI source tree similarity.
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Figure 7: Effect of file-level deduplication on virtual disks in a virtual disk library.

use the same guest OS and applications. For example, if the virtual disks of two users both use Windows XP
Service Pack 3 as the guest there are likely to be many executables, DLLs, and system configuration files
that are identical in the two virtual disks. Second, a user typically modifies only a small part of his VM state
at any time. Hence, snapshots of his virtual disk that are taken over a modest interval of time (i.e., typical
durations of hours or days), are likely to have many regions that are unchanged. Third, many files remain
unmodified across successive releases of software.

Figure 6 shows the number of files that are identical in different releases of OpenMPI. Even versions that
are more than six months apart show substantial similarity: between versions 1.3.3 and 1.4.1, nearly 88% of
the files are identical. These files account for nearly 43% of total source tree size in bytes. Figure 7 shows
the impact of deduplication at the file-level on 78 virtual disks based on Windows XP. The number of files
with distinct content grows much more slowly than the total number of files. Figure 7a shows less than 500
thousand distinct files out of two million total files in 78 virtual disks—almost all from a production cloud
at NCSU. The storage capacity and I/O bandwidth savings from deduplication of these files is substantial:
50 GB rather than 250 GB, as shown in Figure 7b.

Insights: To make retrospection scalable, file-level deduplication is necessary. In addition, we came up
with three design principles [45] for retrospection mechanisms:

• Principle 1: A search computation should only be performed on demand for a specific query, and its
scope should be restricted to the smallest relevant subset of VM images and files within them.

• Principle 2: Control of policy for retrospection should reside with VM owners, not cloud operators.

• Principle 3: There should be as few constraints as possible on the generality of search computations.
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4 Path to Completion

There are three main chunks of remaining work. First, example applications using the interfaces described in
Sections 3.2, 3.3 are needed to quantify scalability and the completeness-performance-latency trade-off with
real-world workloads. Second, /cloud needs an extension to support file-level deduplication for efficient
batch processing. Third, retrospection needs to be re-architected into what we term /cloud-history for
consuming file-level deduplicated snapshots. /cloud-history combines everything: DS-VMI for file
updates, /cloud for file-level deduplication, and itself for storing and querying historic file-level state.

4.1 Applications Stressing Scalability

Two batch applications using /cloud are planned: virus scanning, and log collection. One streaming
application is planned using cloud-inotify: continuous compliance monitoring. Two applications
using /cloud-history are planned: recovering deleted files, and unindexed search through historic file
data. For each application we intend on measuring resources consumed by running inside individual VMs
versus running externally, and scalability as more VMs are monitored.

Virus Scanning: We intend to use the ClamAV anti-virus engine on a deduplicated version of /cloud.
Anti-virus scanning is a batch workload which scans all new or modified files across the cloud. Thus,
it will stress the benefits of file-level deduplication, and the network bandwidth needed to scan the file
systems of tens of VMs in a small research cloud managed by OpenStack [40]. We will schedule ClamAV
processes as close as possible to the data, similar to MapReduce [13], to minimize network traffic. From
these experiments we can extrapolate the scalability of /cloud.

Log Collection: We intend to use Splunk to collect and analyze logs. This is a much lighter workload
than virus scanning, but Splunk is designed to run in a distributed setting with collecting agents inside each
VM. Thus, we can directly compare distributed Splunk in-VM agent performance, especially network traffic
and memory use, with agentless monitoring. This helps quantify the overhead of agentless monitoring.

Continuous Compliance Monitoring: We intend to trigger via cloud-inotify on every update
to package databases within a guest and check installed software and updates. We will obtain the list of
installed software either by parsing the database format directly, or using native tools via /cloud. This
application stresses the scalability and latency of cloud-inotify’s publish-subscribe architecture.

File Recovery: Using /cloud-history we will expose the historic versions of a file which will
enable recovering deleted files. This will demonstrate basic functionality and serve as a test of correctness.

Unindexed Search: While already implemented in our previous retrospection work [45, 46], we plan
on new experiments using historic data from the snapshotting implemented by /cloud-history over a
file-level deduplicated /cloud. This will stress the efficiency of the file-level deduplicated storage.

4.2 Deduplicating /cloud using Incremental Hashing

File-level deduplication is paramount for storing historic cloud disk state (Section 3.4), and we conjecture
it will increase the scalability of /cloud (Section 3.3) as well. For example, if co-located VMs share file-
level state, amortized memory overhead for DS-VMI could be reduced. However, implementing file-level
deduplication on top of DS-VMI is non-trivial because it requires a solution satisfying these four properties:

1. Quick to compute for individual sector-level updates
2. Compact representation for over the network synchronization
3. Avoid re-reading data from the virtual disk
4. Collision resistant
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Ideal Use Case: DS-VMI gets a sector write from the guest VM. Based on this single write, /cloud’s
deduplicated representation of the entire file this write affects is updated without reading any extra data from
the virtual disk. Moreover, the computed representation is compact to minimize bandwidth when reporting
updated disk state, and collision resistant to avoid mistaking distinct files as identical.

Most modern cryptographic hash functions satisfy only the second and fourth desired properties. The
reason why stems from the most common method of creating cryptographic hashes: the Merkle-Damgård
construction [12, 33, 35]. This construction works by taking a compression function and applying it iter-
atively to portions of the input bits and output of the previous application. Thus, successive applications
depend on the ordering of the provided bits. By construction, recomputing a modern hash requires re-
reading the entire file from disk whenever a single bit changes. The only caveat to this is append operations;
as long as the bitstream is only extended, any Merkle-Damgård-based hash is quick to recompute. Modern
hash APIs, such as NIST’s proposed API for SHA-3 candidates reflect the prevalence of this construction
by providing an update function with no argument indicating stream position [38]. It is unlikely that hash
functions will support updates to arbitrary bitstream positions in the near future.

Merkle trees [34] can handle updates to any portion of a file and update without re-reading all of the file
data, but they are generally not compact requiring storage of multiple tree levels. MD6 [49] is a hash based
on Merkle trees and could, with implementation modifications, support an update function parametrized with
the position in the file being updated. Increasing the fanout of a Merkle tree reduces space requirements,
but increases the amount of hashing needed upon each update. Solving this problem leads us to a hash
construction designed for incrementality.
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(a) Incremental hashing of file chunks.
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(b) Updating an incremental hash.

Figure 8: The incremental hashing construction.

Incremental hashing [5] is the only method which supports all of our unique hashing requirements. In-
cremental hashing provides a hash construction which supports arbitrary sector updates, is compact, requires
no re-reading of data from the virtual disk, and offers collision resistance. As shown in Figure 8a, incre-
mental hashing works by splitting a file into n chunks, hashing each chunk using an ideal hash function, and
combining the hashes using a group operation. As described in [5], a practical hash function could be from
the SHA family, and an efficient group operator is modular addition or multiplication. Updating, shown in
Figure 8b, requires the inverse of the old chunk hash, the old hash, and the hash of the new block. Using
DS-VMI we have the data needed as input to the hash function hash, and the other information must be
stored as metadata. Modern file systems such as btrfs [50], and ZFS [67] already compute and store 256-bit
hashes or checksums for every data block, thus in the future external incremental hashing could have very
low overhead. We propose using incremental hashing to implement file-level deduplication for /cloud,
because it enables efficient re-computation of a whole-file hash on every write with no read requirements.
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4.3 Revisiting Retrospection and Creating /cloud-history

DS-VMI enables external snapshotting at the file-level of virtual disk state. Furthermore, /cloud’s file-
level deduplication makes snapshotting distributed collections of VMs at a file-level more efficient than
snapshotting them separately. We refer to the system implementing this as /cloud-history. The
unique features of /cloud-history based snapshotting are shown in Figure 9. Unlike block-level
snapshotting, /cloud-history ignores blocks that are semantically meaningless at a file-level (i.e., a
file system journal, or swap disk space). Unlike file-system level snapshotting, /cloud-history can
snapshot files as they change requiring no re-indexing or scanning to find which files changed. In addi-
tion, /cloud-history enables decoupling resource usage devoted to snapshotting and the guest VM
workload unlike a distributed file system like NFS or an in-guest solution like Dropbox [15].

Method Skip Blocks Skip Files Skip Indexing Resource Isolation Not Misconfigurable
Local FS X X
Distributed FS X X X
In-Guest Agent X X X
Block-level X X
/cloud-history X X X X X

Figure 9: Comparison of snapshotting methods.

/cloud-history combines the benefits of a black box method such as block-level snapshotting,
with the knowledge of a white box approach such as an agent like Dropbox with full file system access.
/cloud-history is immune to guest misconfigurations, isolates resources devoted to snapshotting from
guest workloads, and is capable of skipping unnecessary blocks and files without any re-indexing.

Initial indexing of images will come from the Disk Crawler (Section 3.1) and subsequent snapshots made
via the file-level deduplicated /cloud. Files will be stored deduplicated with an on-disk layout similar to
IBM’s Mirage [44] used in our prior work [45, 46]. Snapshots will be implemented by reading files from
/cloud. File-level deduplicated snapshots can be implemented by reading blocks from point-in-time block
snapshots. Which blocks to read will be determined by /cloud metadata versions (Section 3.3).

4.4 Timeline

Figure 10 shows a one-year timeline for completion of this thesis. The work for developing necessary
capabilities is front-loaded, developing applications and finishing measurements come in the middle, and
writing the thesis comes at the end. Each chunk of work gets approximately a quarter dedicated to it.

Jan – Mar File-level deduplication for /cloud
Apr – Jun Implement /cloud-history and applications
May OSDI Deadline
Jul – Aug Finish applications, and measurements (scalability, tradeoffs)
Sep FAST Deadline
Sep – Oct Thesis writing
Nov Finish thesis dissertation
Dec Thesis defense

Figure 10: One-year timeline for thesis completion over 2014.
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5 Related Work

DS-VMI provides a unique set of features not seen together before: it maintains full-fidelity update streams,
it is not limited by backing storage type, it requires no in-guest support, it does not require paravirtualiza-
tion, and it generalizes across closed- and open-source kernels. /cloud and cloud-inotify are the
first attempts, to our knowledge, at constructing unified cloud-wide interfaces to live VM file system state
without guest support. /cloud-history resembles a combination of block-level snapshotting and file-
level backup tools. However, it uniquely supports file-level deduplicated snapshots in near-real-time across
collections of virtual disks which provides the foundation for retrospection.

The storage community [1, 19, 28, 36] provides performant solutions for snapshotting which could be
polled for file-level updates, and proposed using incremental hashing before for implementing network-
attached secure disks [18]. The smart disk community [2, 56] provides methods of semantically understand-
ing file systems and file-level updates to increase performance via intelligent prefetching and reorganizing
sector layout on disk. The VMI community [6, 14, 20, 23, 24, 42, 65, 66] provides techniques for under-
standing the disk write stream.

5.1 Storage and Snapshotting

Block-level snapshotting by itself requires re-indexing disk state at a file-level for file-level deduplicated
snapshots, but has been made efficient. Olive [1], Lithium [19], and Petal [28] create snapshots within hun-
dreds of milliseconds and incur low I/O overhead during snapshot creation. Parallax [36] was explicitly de-
signed to support “frequent, low-overhead snapshot[s] of virtual disks.” For example, snapshotting at a high
frequency of 100 times per second caused only 4% I/O overhead to the guest OS using the virtual disk served
by Parallax. Thus, low overhead, high frequency, block-level snapshotting is possible, but it is not enough for
efficient file-level snapshots. The Elephant file system [53] efficiently stores versions of files, but does not
perform file-level deduplication. Veeam’s Backup & Replication [62] indexes files after block-level dedupli-
cated snapshotting. /cloud-historywill use a form of block-level snapshotting to capture point-in-time
block-level state consistent with metadata versions provided by /cloud. /cloud-history will pair the
black box technique of block-level snapshotting with the white box knowledge gained by DS-VMI.

Virtual machine time travel [59] is the most closely related work to /cloud-history. They im-
plement copying of the block-level write stream to a continuous data protection (CDP) storage server. By
keeping a log of virtual disk writes, they are able to recreate virtual disk state at any point in the past. They
use CDP in combination with memory checkpointing to let an administrator rollback any VM to a prior
execution state. They do not interpret the block-level stream at a file-level, unlike DS-VMI. For exam-
ple, file-level deduplication is not efficient because it would require re-indexing each snapshot created via
CDP—potentially re-indexing upon every block-level modification.

5.2 Smart Disks

Semantically-smart disk systems (SDS) [56] interpret metadata and the type of a sector on disk as well as
associations between sectors, but do not support distributed streaming. There are three described classes of
SDS systems. The first embeds knowledge of file systems into disk firmware. This is the same form as DS-
VMI. The second assumes the writer exposes data structures to the SDS system. This requires guest support
and violates a goal of DS-VMI. The third infers the data structures and on-disk layout of file systems based
on its observations. Often, this third form is helped by a probe userspace process sending known file-level
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operations to the SDS system. Even with the probe, there are still assumptions that must be made about the
types of file systems being introspected, and the probe itself would represent guest support.

IDStor [2] implements inference for disk sector writes for iSCSI network storage with the ext3 file
system. Their approach could replace the in-VMM support DS-VMI currently uses, especially if cloud
instances boot from and use network-based volumes. Zhang et al. [66] describe an intrusion detection
system placed inside the VMM using smart disks to understand guest VM file systems. However, they
placed significant logic on the critical I/O path (an entire IDS). All of these approaches could feed interfaces
like /cloud, cloud-inotify, and /cloud-history. Their key architectural difference from DS-
VMI and its interfaces is that they do not consider operating on collections of disks, and instead focus on
single disk systems.

5.3 Virtual Machine Introspection

Garfinkel and Rosenblum [17] coin the term virtual machine introspection and develop an architecture fo-
cusing on analyzing memory, although they introduce the possibility of disk-based introspection. Formally,
DS-VMI is an out-of-band introspection method [43]. XenAccess [42] introspects both memory and disk,
but only infers file creations and deletions. Zhang et al. [65] introspect disk, but for enforcing access con-
trol rules for a single virtual disk system in the critical I/O path. VMWatcher [24] interprets memory and
disk operations, but requires kernel source. VMScope [23] captures events such as system calls, but does
not interpret virtual disk writes. Virtuoso [14] automatically generates introspection tools, but not for disk
operations. Hildebrand et al. [20] describe a method of performing disk introspection to the point of iden-
tifying disk sectors as metadata or data. Maitland [6] is a system that performs lightweight memory-based
VMI for cloud computing via paravirtualization. All of these approaches provided insight for implementing
DS-VMI, but none of the proposed VMI systems focuses on creating a robust, complete, and performant
virtual disk-based introspection system. In addition, VMI literature, when it covers disks, typically deals
with single disk systems ignoring the more prevalent cloud case involving collections of virtual disks.

5.4 Agent-Based Monitoring

Agents [3, 8, 15, 16, 22, 30, 57, 58, 60, 61] are the current state-of-the-art method of monitoring file-level
state within VMs. An illustrative example of a modern distributed monitoring system employing agents is
Akamai’s Query [9]. Query aggregates information from agent processes within every Akamai node across
60,000+ servers in 70 countries within 1,000 autonomous systems. Key to Query’s success has been its
SQL-like interface enabling operators an efficient method of answering questions involving thousands of
nodes. Query attempts to guarantee that the staleness of data never goes beyond 10 minutes. Not all of
the metrics Query obtains could be obtained from file-level information, such as the process table which is
normally kept only in-memory. Thus, some of Query’s functionality must be retained by an in-guest agent;
however, any file-level capabilities could be factored out by DS-VMI and its interfaces. Query bounds the
end-to-end latency for a usable monitoring system to be on the order of 10 minutes, which is an easy bound
to achieve with DS-VMI as reflected in Section 3.1. The future experiments planned in Section 4.1 will
hopefully reflect this end-to-end latency bound. The interfaces layered on top of DS-VMI such as /cloud,
are designed to be just as easy for operators to use as Query’s SQL-like interface. A key lesson from Query
is that interface design is critical for both scalability and usability. Sysman [4] provides a unified file-system
interface to configuration state within Linux systems such as that represented within /proc. Sysman also
has support for modifying configuration state inside systems via writing to special files. Sysman’s interface
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design is similar to /cloud, although different in functionality. Sysman provides evidence that such unified
interfaces help scale management and reduce administrative overhead when handling thousands of systems.

5.5 Agentless Monitoring

Agentless monitoring is a much less explored area of research, especially at the file-level [27]. Several works
have developed agentless monitoring of memory [41, 63], but file-level agentless monitoring is much rarer.
Most systems that claim to execute agentlessly in practice use interfaces already built-in to modern OSs
such as Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) [37] or the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) [7]. Thus, most modern “agentless” systems fall back on preexisting mechanisms and are not truly
agentless—they rely on guest support and resources. In this thesis, we develop a truly agentless file-level
monitoring framework based on robust virtual disk introspection.
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